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STARTwith your sofa. A good
rule of thumb is to always go
for the biggest sofa you can fit
in the space. In a small room
like this, a slouchy corner sofa
maximises on comfort without
looking awkward.

LET your accessories do the
talking. Sticking to a plain
background allows you to
draw attention to the
knick-knacks and decorations
that really make your
home yours.

LOOK for retro prints and
funky patterns to add some
personality to your scheme.

LAYER up with bright floral
and patterned fabrics.
White sofasmight sound like
an impossible dream, but they
actually make the perfect
base for colourful cushions
and cosy throws (which
will also cover up any
marks – bonus).

CHOOSE your colours
carefully. Selecting
accessories within a limited
range of shades – pink, red,
purple – helps to tie them in to
the scheme.

ADD a bit of glitz. With a plain
base, you can afford to add
sparkle to your ceiling in the
form of a chandelier.

CREATE your very own
scrapbook on your wall (a
scrapwall?) by stacking
magazines, pictures and
postcards up on shelves,
rather than hanging them in
the traditional way. Not only
does it make an interesting
feature, you can alsomix it up
when you want a change.

MAKE a statement beneath
your feet. The walls and ceiling
are neutral somake the floor
your focal point with a
patterned carpet or rug.

Make it
work in
your hoMe cosycolour
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livingnotes
Start with a white
base and add pops
of colour with
funky accessories
and artwork. You
can create a cosy
living room even
in a smaller
space by keeping
things simple…

Pieni
Unikko
cushion
cover by
Marimekko,
£29.50,
Amara.com

Ektorp corner
sofa in white,

£675, Ikea.co.uk

Black frames, £1 for three,
Poundland.co.uk

Seriously soft
pink blanket,
£9.99,
Dunelm-mill.
com

Easy Street
sign, £7,
Cargohomeshop.
com

Marie Terese
five light

chandelier, £59,
Littlewoods.com

Vintage
teardrop
posy jar,
£1.95,
Dotcomgift
shop.com

Glasses print
cushion, £7,
Tesco.com

Totem screen-printed
dhurrie rug, £145,
Idyllhome.co.uk

Pastel
vases, £25
for three,
Idyllhome.

co.uk

White wall
shelf, £35,
Verbaudet.
co.uk

Faux
wisteria
stem, £8,
JohnLewis.
com

Larkfield wall
clock, £18,
Debenhams.
com


